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Abstract:

The contemporary hydrology is faced with great challenges of known problems and the greater of unknowns. Problems of water scarcity, anthropogenic pollution, geogenic contamination, dwindling surface flows, inequitable distribution and salinity ingress have turned cliché in hydrology community. The scientific processes underlying these hydrological problems are quite well understood and can be mitigated by appropriate field measures, treatment technologies, improved water use efficiency and policy interventions enforced with strong political will. While we grapple with these known water resource problems, there lies beyond a mind-boggling ignorance about certain aspects of functioning of hydrological systems, their natural course and response to perturbing stimuli. This ignorance about certain hydrological processes does not hinder the ongoing efforts of mitigating existing problems; therefore, it is presently on the back-burner. However, for a fundamental hydrology researcher, this ignorance defines the frontier of research. Filling these hydrological knowledge gaps will become essential in the coming decades to face the imminent scenario. This knowledge gap may seem only academic in nature at present but is bound to have societal implications.

Some of the important questions in the above backdrop are:

1. What is the relative contribution of Western Disturbances and Indian Summer Monsoon in Himalayan precipitation, rivers and cryosphere?
2. How are wetlands in Northeast India participating in monsoon rainfall?
3. How to identify signatures of static groundwater being circulated into the surface and atmospheric components of hydrology?
4. How much of submarine groundwater discharge can be tapped without damaging marine ecology?
5. Are there deep sources of self-recharging and self-replenishing groundwater (seawater distillate or otherwise) other than static water?
6. What is the contribution of recycled moisture in Indian precipitation?
7. How to perceive the effect of varying Himalayan riverine influx in the Bay of Bengal?
8. Can the Bay of Bengal surface water cool below threshold temperature for feeding moisture?

These and many more questions define the frontier of basic research in hydrology which can be defined only by multitude of tools and expertise in conjunction with each other. Isotope application is one such tool which can play an important role in this basic research pursuit. Progress hitherto and the possibilities will be discussed in the seminar.
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